Pooltex

™

Leafstop Cover

Ultimate Benefits
• Stops leaves and debris entering your pool
• Reduce your electricity and chemical costs
• Cut evaporation by at least half
• Reduce cleaning time and maintenance
• Keeps out ducks, frogs and toads

Above: Think your pool is
too tricky to cover? Ask us
- we may have a solution!
Right: Despite being over 10
years old, this Pooltex cover is
still keeping uninvited guests out.

• Compatible with most automated cleaners

Children must not be left unattended around swimming pools without strict adult
supervision even with a cover fitted. Covers do not guarantee the safety of children
or pets around swimming pools. Users of covers must read and abide
by the maintenance and warning instructions supplied with the cover.

Left: Scan with a smart phone or go to
www.abgal.com.au/pooltex to watch a
2 minute video about Pooltex covers.
Australia’s largest manufacturer of premium
pool liners and covers - since 1976!
ABGAL Pty Ltd. ACN 010 151 578 ABN 78 033 608 597

abgal.com.au

The Pooltex Leafstop Cover
comes with an 8 year pro-rata
warranty!
Quality Approved to
AS/NZS ISO 9001:2015
REGN. Number 440
QUALITY APPROVED TO AS/NZS ISO 9001:2008
REGN. Number 440

For year–round
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• Deterrent to children and strength to support the
weight of a child or pet, giving you peace of mind

pool protection
Makes keeping a cleaner pool easier!
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Save time and money

The ABGAL Pooltex cover will reduce your time
and effort considerably – particularly when it comes
to winter maintenance. Leaves and debris will sit on top
of the cover instead of the bottom of your pool - which
means pool water stays cleaner. Leaves can be blown
away or swept off before the cover is removed.
Because the water stays cleaner, it reduces stress on the
pool filter and vacuum.

Pool protection

A Pooltex cover is designed for complete pool protection.
The strong, woven mesh cover lets rain water in, but keeps
blossom, leaves, debris and animals out.
Pooltex will slash your chemical consumption, maintenance
and electricity costs, and cut evaporation by more than half.
This means a smaller carbon footprint, making your pool
more environmentally friendly.
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Tailored to fit
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Pooltex covers are custom made to fit to any pool size
or shape – spas, decorative rocks, ladders and other
features can all be worked around to give your pool
cover a neat finish.

“My only regret is that we didn’t do it years
earlier. The pool is much cleaner, and our
power bill has dropped too.”

If you think you can’t have a fitted cover because your
pool is an odd shape, or has an infinity edge or water
feature - think again! ABGAL have a solution for almost
every pool scenario.

“My first Pooltex Cover lasted 22 years!
I have just purchased another one and I am
sure this one will last just as long.”

Easy to use

Removing the cover is easily done by one person,
and takes around 10 minutes for most pools. Once
the tension has been taken off the ropes, the whole
cover lifts off (with the clips still attached), and there
is nothing left protruding out of the pool surround (see
above and above right - image 1).

Noreen B, Brisbane

Mrs Mason, Brisbane

“The cover looks great, and has solved my duck
problems. Thank you!”
Paul W, Melbourne

When putting the cover back on, the pins are simply
placed back into the holes and the rope tightened and
re-locked – no tools required.
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